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Introduction 
This report will contain a summary of the work progress on the final project myDay and 

an overview of time spent on the project. The time log will contain how much time each 

member of the team has put into the project and the approximate time spent on each task. A 

sprint burndown chart will also be displayed and the sprint backlog. Lastly the report will show 

a summary of the teams notes from the sprint planning and sprint retrospective meetings that 

have been held during the work.  

This is the third progress report on this project, and when it is turned in, there will only 

be a week left of work on this project so it will also be the final report. 

 

 

Time logging 
With this report, there will follow an excel document, time_logging.xlsx, with detailed 

time logging of the time spent on the project. In this document, the time spent on each task can 

be seen alongside with the overall time each person has spent on the project. Since the last 

report the main focus has been to finishing everything that has to be finished for the final hand 

in of this project. That includes finishing up logic left in both the web client and the app and UI 

design in both clients. While reading our time log you will see that the total hours differ a little 

between each person but that is mostly due to our different exam schedules. Some people in 

the group had more exams than others so they were not able to work much on this over that 

period. However each person will end up with total hours over 300 hours. 

 

 

Work progress 
At this point in the project we are almost finished with everything that was scheduled to 

be finished for the final hand in. We have been able to keep our schedule for most of the time 

since our last report although our plan went a little out of hand around the exam period. We 

had created a 4 week long sprint which started at the beginning of the exam period and was 

scheduled to end when the exams ended. We put a lot of tasks into that sprint but were not 

able to finish that sprint exactly on time. We extended the sprint for a week and were able to 

catch up on everything that had to be finished and are now right on schedule. We have been 

able to finish every A requirement and even some B requirements. This means that all the logic 

is finished that had to be implemented and the web client is close to being ready. We had 
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decided earlier on this semester that we were going to perform user testing on our web client. 

The user tests helped us realize some things in our UI design that might be changed but on the 

whole everything went great. In the next chapter of this report, we will go into more details of 

the user testing. 

Regarding the app client, that too is almost finished except for some UI tasks that are 

mostly scheduled to be finished before the third status meeting. 

We plan on having code freeze after our status meeting in that sense we won’t be making any 

changes in the logic of everything but we might make some UI fixes if we find that necessary. 

 

 
 

Sprint burndown 
In this section, the sprint burndown charts generated by YouTrack will be displayed. 

YouTrack is the teams’ agile board which is used to log and estimate work hours on each task in 

the project.  

On the y-axis on the chart the measuring unit is in days where each day is estimated to be eight 

hours (full working day). 

 

Figure 1: Burndown chart for sprint 4 
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Figure 2: Burndown chart for sprint 5 

Figure 3: Burndown chart for sprint 6 
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Sprint backlog 
An attachment, project_sprint_sheet.xlsx , with the whole project backlog has been sent 

as an attachment with this report. There it can be seen what tasks have been finished in the 

earlier sprints and what tasks the team is working on in the current sprint. The team has 

estimated that it can finish about 70 storypoints in each sprint, where a sprint at that point was 

two weeks and about 15-25 hours of work each week.   

 

 

Sprint planning review 
Six sprints have been finished at this point, sprint 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Sprints 4 and 5 were 

started after the last project status meeting, and like mentioned before sprint five was a five 

week sprint which started at the beginning of the exam period and ended a week after the 

exams ended. We had however prepared for that from the beginning. The current sprint is 

sprint 6, and is a week long sprint which ends right before the third status meeting. The final 

sprint starts on the 5th of May and will end on the 12th. 

The sprint planning reviews for all sprints were as usual, to choose tasks for the upcoming 

sprint. For these sprints the focus was on choosing all the A requirements into the sprints if 

there were any left. For the chosen tasks in each sprint, their story points was re-estimated 

using planitpoker.com and then the youtrack sprint board was set up. Each sprint review 

meeting took about 2-3 hours. 
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Sprint retrospective review 
For sprints 4, 5 and 6 we were able to have a better order on the retrospectives and 

made the meetings more formal than before.  

 

The result from the retro review after sprint 4 were that we felt we had to have more 

regular sprint daily meetings than we had been having. Before we had been checking up on 

each other every other day but all agreed that it had to be every day just to make sure 

everyone is on the same page. We also agreed that our time estimation on many tasks, 

particulary regarding the web client, was way off. Often we had estimated way less hours than 

the task actually needed and therefore couldn’t always finish our whole sprint and had to move 

the tasks to the next one. 

At the retro review after sprint 5 it was clear that everyone thought the sprint had been 

a little weird. As mentioned a few times it was five weeks long and covered the whole exam 

period. The results from the review was that we felt the sprint had been as well prepared and 

gone as well as one could hope. We estimated too many story points though, so therefore all 

decided it would be best to extend the sprint for one week and finish all the tasks set up. We 

were very happy that we were able to go quickly back to our working schedule.    

 

 The results from the retro review after sprint 6 were both positive and negative. This 

sprint had focused mainly on the user tests and everyone in the group felt that they had helped 

a great deal. We were able to see and fix some problems and make our web client even better 

than before. The downside to all of this was that they took more time than we had thought it 

would, so each user test was taking up at least half a working day since we had to make 

preparations for each user test for each day. This means we had to start later on UI tasks for 

our app client which is not too good. We are although confident we will be able to make up for 

the lost time and finish what needs to be finished. 
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